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I

n the United States, almost 800,000 patients who are hospitalized
each year require mechanical ventilation.1 This estimate excludes neonates, and
there is little doubt that mechanical ventilation will be increasingly used as the
number of patients 65 years of age or older continues to increase.2,3 The majority of
patients who receive mechanical ventilation have acute respiratory failure in the
postoperative period, pneumonia, congestive heart failure, sepsis, trauma, or the
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).4
Our discussion below assumes that physicians have addressed metabolic, inflammatory, and infectious conditions that may be present and have corrected them to the
extent possible. As soon as the condition that caused respiratory failure has started
to improve, the transition from full ventilatory support to spontaneous breathing
may be initiated. This transition requires sufficient respiratory-muscle strength to
sustain breathing and maintain acceptable gas exchange. In most patients, this
transition also includes the removal of the endotracheal tube. In patients with
prolonged respiratory failure, the term “weaning” may be apropos, since it describes a gradual process of improving the strength-to-load ratio of the respiratory system to enable spontaneous respiration. Unfortunately, although this term
is widely used, it is somewhat misleading in the vast majority of patients with
acute respiratory failure. “Liberation” from mechanical ventilation is a better description, since it implies rapid removal of a burden that is no longer necessary.
Figure 1 shows a typical algorithm used by clinicians to discontinue mechanical
ventilation. Patients are assessed daily for their readiness to undergo a trial of
spontaneous breathing. In many intensive care units (ICUs), protocol-driven assessments of readiness are carried out by nurses or respiratory therapists. Typical
readiness criteria include hemodynamic stability, a ratio of the partial pressure of
arterial oxygen (measured in millimeters of mercury) to the fraction of inspired
oxygen (which is unitless) of more than 200 with the ventilator set to deliver a
positive end-expiratory pressure of 5 cm of water or less, and some improvement in
the underlying condition that caused the respiratory failure.
Trials of spontaneous breathing assess a patient’s ability to breathe while receiving minimal or no respiratory support. To accomplish this, ventilators are switched
from full respiratory support modes such as volume-assist control or pressure
control to ventilatory modes such as pressure support, continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP), or ventilation with a T-piece (in which there is no positive endexpiratory pressure). Ideally, a trial of spontaneous breathing is initiated while the
patient is awake and not receiving sedative infusions.5
For a spontaneous-breathing trial to be successful, a patient must breathe spontaneously with little or no ventilator support for at least 30 minutes without any of
the following: a respiratory rate of more than 35 breaths per minute for more than
5 minutes, an oxygen saturation of less than 90%, a heart rate of more than 140 beats
per minute, a sustained change in the heart rate of 20%, systolic blood pressure of
more than 180 mm Hg or less than 90 mm Hg, increased anxiety, or diaphoresis.
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readiness to undergo SBT

Not ready
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SBT for 30 min

SBT stopped because of
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exchange, or discomfort

SBT successful

Assess airway, cough,
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Factors adequate
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Factors inadequate

Resume ventilatory support

Figure 1. A Common Algorithm for the Transition from Mechanical Ventilation
to Spontaneous Breathing.
SBT denotes spontaneous-breathing trial.

If a trial of spontaneous breathing is successful, several additional factors need to be assessed
before removal of the endotracheal tube, including the ability to protect the airway once the tube
is removed, the quantity of airway secretions,
the strength of cough, and mentation. If these
factors are deemed adequate, then the endotracheal tube should be removed. Alternatively, an
unsuccessful trial of spontaneous breathing, excessive airway secretions, or inadequate cough and
mentation should prompt reinitiation of support
with a mechanical ventilator. The mechanism underlying the respiratory failure and the inability
of the patient to breathe spontaneously should be
determined and addressed daily while the patient continues to receive mechanical ventilation.

S t r ategie s t o R educe
the Dur at ion of Mech a nic a l
V en t il at ion
Several studies suggest that the process of discontinuing ventilation after the underlying cause of
respiratory failure has been addressed accounts for
2234
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more than half the total duration of mechanical
ventilation.6,7 Minimizing the duration of mechanical ventilation is an important consideration for
all clinicians who care for critically ill patients. The
first textbook on mechanical ventilation, published in 1965, stated, “To know the proper timing and rate of weaning from the respirator requires considerable judgment and experience. As
a rule, weaning should start as soon as possible.”8 There is support in the literature for this
notion that quick discontinuation of mechanical
ventilation is beneficial. In a prospective observational study involving patients with brain injuries,
Coplin et al.9 compared discontinuation of mechanical ventilation within 48 hours after readiness
criteria had been met with more than a 48-hour
delay in discontinuation. There was higher mortality, an increased risk of pneumonia, and a longer
hospital stay in the group with delayed discontinuation than in the group in which ventilation was
discontinued in a more timely fashion. Thus, clinicians should be motivated to minimize the duration of mechanical ventilation. Table 1 outlines
evidence-based treatment strategies to prevent the
need for mechanical ventilation as well as interventions to reduce the duration of mechanical ventilation once it has been initiated.
Several studies have investigated whether particular methods of ventilatory assistance were associated with earlier discontinuation of mechanical ventilation. Brochard et al.21 and Esteban et
al.22 conducted studies that compared a gradual
reduction of ventilatory support with spontaneousbreathing trials in patients in medical–surgical
ICUs in whom initial spontaneous-breathing trials had been unsuccessful. Although these studies
came to different conclusions about which method led to earlier discontinuation of mechanical
ventilation, both suggested that subsequent trials of spontaneous breathing were successful in
most patients — nearly 76%. These findings provide support for the notion that most patients
with acute respiratory failure are quickly able to
resume spontaneous respiration if their physicians afford them the opportunity to do so.
Efforts to decrease the duration of mechanical
ventilation can be divided into two categories:
earlier appreciation of readiness for spontaneousbreathing trials and a shorter process of discontinuing mechanical ventilation. Many studies have
tried to identify simple measurements that can
help clinicians predict which patients are ready
for a spontaneous-breathing trial and in which
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Table 1. Strategies to Prevent the Need for Mechanical Ventilation and to Reduce Its Duration.
Strategy

Source

Evidence-based approaches to reduce the need for mechanical ventilation
Rivers et al.10

Early goal-directed therapy in the initial treatment of sepsis
Use of noninvasive ventilation in selected patients with an acute exacerbation
of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or acute cardiogenic pulmonary
edema

Brochard et

al.,11

Ram et al.,12 Masip et al.,13 Gray et al.14

Ventilator management and associated care to reduce the duration of mechanical
ventilation
Use of small tidal volumes (6 ml/kg of ideal body weight) in patients with the
acute respiratory distress syndrome

The Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network15

Daily interruption of sedative infusion

Kress et al.16

Interruption of sedative infusion before spontaneous-breathing trial

Girard et al.5
Schweickert et al.17

Early physical and occupational therapy

Strøm et al.18

No use of sedatives in patients receiving mechanical ventilation
Conservative strategy of fluid management in patients with acute lung injury

Dezfulian et al.20

Strategies to reduce ventilator-associated pneumonia

patients these trials are most likely to be successful. Yang and Tobin23 found that a ratio of the
respiratory rate (expressed in breaths per minute) to tidal volume (expressed in liters) (f:Vt) of
105 breaths per minute per liter or less during a
1-minute trial with the use of a T-piece was quite
accurate in identifying patients in whom a subsequent spontaneous-breathing trial would be successful (positive predictive value, 78%; negative
predictive value, 95%). However, most experts
agree that the best method of determining whether patients are ready to breathe on their own is
to perform a trial of spontaneous breathing once
they have met readiness criteria.24
Many ICUs use protocols to guide the transition
from assisted ventilation to spontaneous breathing
and subsequent discontinuation of mechanical
ventilation. Most protocols include three components: objective criteria to determine whether a
patient is ready to breathe with reduced ventilatory support, structured guidelines for reducing
ventilatory support, and a list of criteria to determine whether a patient is ready for extubation.
There is also growing consensus that the use of
systematic protocols for discontinuation of mechanical ventilation, as compared with usual care,
may reduce the duration of mechanical ventilation.25 However, not all studies that use protocols
for these strategies have shown improvement
over usual care.26-29 Because there are differences between readiness criteria for spontaneous-breathing trials and algorithms for discontinuation of mechanical ventilation, it is difficult
n engl j med 367;23

ARDS Clinical Trials Network19

to definitively state which aspect or aspects of
these protocols are responsible for a reduction in
the duration of mechanical ventilation. Nevertheless, the reproducible benefit shown in studies of various protocols in multiple ICUs suggests that it is the standardized approach to
management rather than any specific method of
ventilator support, prespecified readiness, or
criteria for discontinuation of mechanical ventilation that reduces the duration of mechanical
ventilation and improves outcomes. Thus, most
guidelines recommend that patients who are
receiving mechanical ventilation be assessed
daily for their readiness to breathe spontaneously and afforded the opportunity to do so if
they meet prespecified criteria.24

A pproache s t o Sp on ta neousBr e athing T r i a l s
Trials of spontaneous breathing do not succeed
for a variety of reasons. Often, respiratory mechanics worsen during a spontaneous-breathing
trial, causing increased work in breathing that
cannot be maintained in critically ill patients.30
Deterioration of respiratory mechanics can result
from the following: increased respiratory resistance such as that which occurs in status asthmaticus and other obstructive pulmonary conditions; decreased lung compliance in diseases
such as pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary edema,
acute lung injury, or ARDS; and air trapping that
can occur in chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
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Figure 2. Pathologic States That Result in an Imbalance between RespiratoryMuscle Capacity and Respiratory Load.
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ous-breathing trials. Increasingly, tracheostomy
is performed in patients who require prolonged
weaning.36 However, the timing of tracheostomy
remains controversial. Potential advantages of
tracheostomy include easier airway suctioning
and improvements in the patient’s comfort and
ability to communicate. Although some studies
have suggested that early tracheostomy might
reduce short-term mortality, the length of stay in
the ICU, and the incidence of pneumonia,37,38
other studies have not shown such benefits.39,40
A recent meta-analysis led to the conclusion that
there is insufficient evidence of improved outcomes to warrant a recommendation for early
tracheostomy.41
Unsuccessful weaning from the ventilator

ease. Trials of spontaneous breathing also challenge the circulation; thus, unsuccessful spontaneous-breathing trials are often the result of
cardiac dysfunction.31 Figure 2 shows many of
the pathologic states that result in an imbalance
between respiratory-muscle strength and respiratory load. This imbalance can lead to an unsuccessful spontaneous-breathing trial.
To better describe the transition from mechanical ventilation to spontaneous breathing, a
classification scheme based on the results of
spontaneous-breathing trials has been developed.32 A simple transition to spontaneous
breathing is defined as a successful first trial,
followed by discontinuation of mechanical ventilation. A difficult transition involves up to
three spontaneous-breathing trials but fewer
than 7 days between the first unsuccessful trial
and successful discontinuation of mechanical
ventilation. A prolonged transition is defined as
at least three unsuccessful spontaneous-breathing trials or 7 days or more of mechanical ventilation after the initial unsuccessful trial.
There is emerging evidence that in-hospital
mortality and possibly overall mortality are increased among patients who have a prolonged
transition to spontaneous breathing, as compared with patients with a simple or difficult
transition.33 Although 10 to 20% of patients receiving mechanical ventilation require a prolonged process of discontinuation, data are
lacking to guide this process.33-35
Treatment approaches include a progressive
reduction of ventilator assistance, typically with
diminishing levels of pressure support, and a
progressive increase in the duration of spontane2236
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Approximately 15% of patients in whom mechanical ventilation is discontinued require reintubation
within 48 hours.42-44 Rates of extubation failure
vary considerably among ICUs. For example, the
average rate of failed extubation in surgical ICUs
ranges from 5 to 8%, whereas it is often as high
as 17% in medical or neurologic ICUs.45 Patients
who require reintubation have an increased risk of
death, a prolonged hospital stay, and a decreased
likelihood of returning home, as compared with
patients in whom discontinuation of mechanical
ventilation is successful.42 Thus, it is essential that
critical care physicians identify risk factors for failure of extubation despite successful spontaneousbreathing trials.
Several studies have started to elucidate the
difference between readiness for discontinuation of ventilation and successful spontaneousbreathing trials. Salam and colleagues46 measured peak cough flow, quantified endotracheal
secretions, and assessed mental status in 88 patients in whom discontinuation of mechanical
ventilation was attempted after a spontaneousbreathing trial that was successful. All the patients with inadequate cough, excessive secretions,
and poor mental status required reintubation after discontinuation of mechanical ventilation; in
contrast, only 3% of the patients with adequate
cough, minimal secretions, and good mental status required reintubation. These findings suggest
that it may be wise to delay extubation in patients
who have had a successful trial of spontaneous
breathing but do not meet these three criteria. A
study using logistic-regression analysis showed
that an increased f:Vt ratio at the end of a spontaneous-breathing trial, a positive fluid balance
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before discontinuation of ventilation, and a diagnosis of pneumonia were additional risk factors
for reintubation in patients who had a successful
spontaneous-breathing trial.47 Although these
studies involved small numbers of patients, the
results reinforce the view that the physician’s judgment and experience are essential components
in successful extubation after an apparently successful trial of spontaneous breathing.

Failure of two or more consecutive spontaneous-breathing trials
Chronic heart failure
Partial pressure of arterial carbon dioxide >45 mm Hg after extubation
More than one coexisting condition other than heart failure
Weak cough
Upper-airway stridor at extubation
Age ≥65 yr

Treatment of Respiratory Distress
after Extubation

APACHE II score >12 on day of extubation*

Several studies have assessed noninvasive positivepressure ventilation in patients in whom respiratory distress develops within 48 hours after extubation. Two studies randomly assigned patients
with respiratory distress that developed after discontinuation of mechanical ventilation to standard care (primarily oxygen and bronchodilators)
or noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation.48,49
Neither study showed a significant between-group
difference in the number of patients who required
reintubation, and there was a suggestion of increased mortality in one of the studies. However,
two additional studies prospectively identified factors that placed patients at increased risk for extubation failure and randomly assigned these
patients to usual care or preemptive noninvasive
positive-pressure ventilation in the immediate
postextubation period.50,51 Both studies showed
that the groups receiving noninvasive positivepressure ventilation had a reduced need for reintubation, as compared with the standard-care
groups. Thus, the preemptive use of noninvasive
positive-pressure ventilation in the early period
after discontinuation of mechanical ventilation in
patients deemed to be at increased risk for extubation failure appears to be effective in reducing
the need for reintubation. However, patients who
have respiratory distress in the postextubation
period may not benefit from noninvasive positivepressure ventilation if it is started after respiratory
distress begins; in fact, it may be harmful for
some patients. Risk factors for unsuccessful discontinuation of mechanical ventilation are listed
in Table 2.

Our A pproach
We attempt to discontinue mechanical ventilation in patients as soon as possible. This aggressive approach includes assessing all patients in
hemodynamically stable condition to determine
n engl j med 367;23

Table 2. Risk Factors for Unsuccessful Discontinuation of Mechanical
Ventilation.

Patient in medical, pediatric, or multispecialty ICU
Pneumonia as cause of respiratory failure
* Scores on the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE II)
range from 0 to 71, with higher scores indicating greater impairment.

their readiness for extubation and then performing a 30-minute spontaneous-breathing trial with
the use of CPAP of 5 cm of water or less in eligible patients while they are awake and not receiving
continuous sedation. However, we routinely break
these rules if the underlying disease process is
starting to improve. We will, for example, initiate
a spontaneous-breathing trial in a patient with
sepsis and bacteremia at 8 p.m. if the infectious
source has been identified and the dose of intravenous norepinephrine required to achieve hemodynamic stability is decreasing. If the patient
is awake and has minimal airway secretions, and
if the spontaneous-breathing trial is successful at
8:30 p.m., then we would advocate immediate
discontinuation of mechanical ventilation.
This type of aggressive approach is intended to
minimize the duration of ventilatory support and
prevent complications of mechanical ventilation.
However, the rate of unsuccessful discontinuation
of mechanical ventilation is probably increased
when the primary focus of the treatment team is
to minimize the duration of such ventilation.
Conversely, a conservative approach that is intended to minimize the frequency and consequences of unsuccessful discontinuation of mechanical ventilation will undoubtedly increase the
duration of ventilation in some patients. In our
patient with bacteremia, this conservative approach might involve continued tapering of intravenous norepinephrine at 8 p.m. rather than
initiation of a spontaneous-breathing trial. If the
patient is in a hemodynamically stable condition
the next morning and is not receiving an infusion of a vasoactive drug, then a spontaneousbreathing trial can be initiated.
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There are no data from randomized trials to
indicate which approach is superior, but we believe a universally applied aggressive approach to
discontinuation of mechanical ventilation that
emphasizes early spontaneous breathing and seeks
to minimize the duration of mechanical ventilation results in fewer ICU-related complications. We
recommend extubation and the use of preemptive
noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation in patients who have had a successful spontaneousbreathing trial but are at risk for unsuccessful
discontinuation of mechanical ventilation. In these
situations, we reassess the patient within 30 minutes after initiating noninvasive positive-pressure
ventilation. If respiratory effort is normal and the
patient is comfortable, then we will continue noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation as long as
necessary. However, if the respiratory rate is elevated or the patient is in mild distress, then we
advocate immediate reintubation. We believe that
extubation and the prespecified use of noninvasive
positive-pressure ventilation in patients with a
borderline performance during a spontaneousbreathing trial lead to earlier discontinuation of
ventilation in many patients. This approach is
coupled with an early decision regarding the need
for reintubation. Because delayed time to reintubation has been associated with increased mortality among patients in whom discontinuation of
ventilation has been unsuccessful, it is essential to
determine quickly whether noninvasive positivepressure ventilation is adequately addressing re-
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spiratory distress in the period after discontinuation of ventilation.49,52 Although this aggressive
approach may lead to higher rates of reintubation,
we believe that the benefits of earlier discontinuation of ventilation outweigh the risks associated
with waiting another 12 to 24 hours for continued clinical improvement before assessing a patient’s ability to breathe spontaneously.

F u t ur e R e se a rch
Ongoing research is likely to alter our approach to
the discontinuation of mechanical ventilation in
the near future. Currently, computerized systems
automatically adjust ventilatory support on the
basis of frequent monitoring of a patient’s respiratory rate, tidal volume, and gas exchange. Early
studies of these automated weaning systems have
had conflicting results. Nevertheless, a system that
can automatically assess a patient’s ability to receive reduced levels of ventilatory support without
adverse effects has the potential to more quickly
identify patients who are ready for spontaneous
breathing. Additional studies are also likely to identify treatment algorithms that shorten the duration of mechanical ventilation or that reduce risk
factors for unsuccessful discontinuation of ventilation after a successful spontaneous-breathing trial.
Dr. Kress reports receiving lecture fees from Hospira and the
France Foundation. No other potential conflict of interest relevant to this article was reported.
Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available with
the full text of this article at NEJM.org.
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